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1. Introduct ion 
This note deals with boolean functions f defined by ~i/zig, a disjunctive normal 
form with the following properties: 
(1) Each conjunction is the product of one complemented variable and one or 
more uncomplemented variables. Such a conjunction will be called an implicant 
(with this restricted meaning). 
(2) There is no circuit, that is a sequence of implicants m0, ml, • • •, m,_l such 
that the complemented variable of mi is uncomplemented in mi+x (modulo r), for 
each i in {0, 1 . . . . .  r -  1}. 
Such functions are modelled by bipartite digraphs: the nodes are for one part 
the implicants and for the other part the variables. An arc links a variable to an 
implicant iff the variable is present and uncomplemented in this implicant, while it 
links an implicant o a variable iff this variable is present and complemented in 
the implicant. Clearly, such a digraph is circuitless and has sink nodes (and source 
nodes) only among variable-nodes. 
By extension a sink implicant is defined as an implicant whose (unique) 
complemented variable is a sink. 
Let F be the set of implicants involved in ~i ~ig'- 
Here the closure F* of F (with respect o the operation of taking the concensus 
of two conjunctions) is investigated and its shown that the family of irredundant 
partial sums from F*, defining f, is the set of bases of a (partition) matroid on F*. 
2. Consensus of a drcuitless sum of implieants 
Theorem 1. Properties (1) and (2) are valid for the closure F* of F. 
It should now be recalled that the consensus of a sum S of conjunctions i , if it 
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does exist, a conjunction m containing only the variables of S such that m <~ S and 
m~S' ,  for all partial sums S' of S. 
A sum S is called a qg-sum when S has a consensus. In this case, the consensus 
is unique and is denoted by qg(S). 
Theorem 2. A sum S of implicants is a C¢_sum if and only if its associated bipartite 
digraph G(S) is such that: 
-G(S)  has a single sink implicant. 
-A l l  the indegrees of its variables are at most 1. 
3. ~ t  ~m 
The 'generation' relation on F* is defined as follows: m2 generates ml (in F*) 
when there exists a qg-sum T from F* whose sink implicant is m2, and such that 
ml <~ ~(T) .  
Many further results are based on the following exchange lemma. 
LemmA 1. Let S and T be two C-sums (from F*) and such that S contains an 
implicant m satisfying m~qg(T).  Then there exists a partial qg-sum R of (S -  
{m}) LIT satisfying 
cg(S)~qg(R). 
In the particular case when m is the sink implicant of S, then T is a partial sum of 
R and has the same sink implicant as R. 
l~operty. The generation relation is a preorder on F*. 
The related equivalence partitions F* into equivalence classes which are now 
(partially) ordered in the usual way. 
Lamina 2. Let S be a subset of F. Then for each implicant m in S* there exists a 
partial qg-sum S' of S such that m ~<qg(S'). 
Lemmm 3. Let m and m' be two distinct elements of the subset S of implicants uch 
that m generates m' (in S*). Then there exists a qg-sum R' included in S -{m'}  such 
that m ' <~ q~ (R ). 
A sum I of implicants from F* is called irredundant if I ' :/: I for all partial sums r 
o f / .  
Theorem 3. I is an irredundant sum defining f if and only if it contains exactly one 
representative from each ungenerated (i.e. minimal) equivalence class in F*. 
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Lemma 4. An equivalence class of F* contains at most one prime implicant of f, 
and when it does this implicant is greater (with respect o the boolean order) than 
every implicant of its class. 
Lemmm $. Each ungenerated equivalence class of F* contains a unique prime 
implicant of f. 
Theorem 4. f has a unique irredundant cover by prime implicants. This cover 
consists of all ungenerated prime implicants. 
From Theorem 3, it appears that the irredundant sums (from F*) defining f, are 
the bases of a partition matroid on F*. 
